SHOE SHOPPING
Tips & Tricks to Finding the
Perfect Shoe to Fit your Device

What to Look for:
To ensure your child has the most
support in his/her footwear, look for
shoes with the following traits:

Removable insole that can
be taken out to increase
the volume available for the
brace.
Extended shoe tongue for
ease of donning over the
braced foot.
Ties or straps fit snugly
over the instep. Laces are
more secure than Velcro.
Consider getting strap
extensions if shoes have
velcro.
A wide toe box allows for
a comfortable amount of
extra space for the brace.
(going up a size in width
may do the trick)

Shopping
Finding the right shoes
is challenging. It may
be helpful to bring the
braces with you to the
store. That way, you can
see how they look and
feel inside the shoe.
But if you’d like a more
relaxed fitting, wait to
try them on until you get
home. Just be sure you
know the return policy
beforehand.

FAMILIAR BRANDS
Parents just like you often recommend:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Balance
Converse
Vans
DC
Skechers
Tsukihoshi
PLAE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stride Rite
BILLY Footwear
Granimals
Cat & Jack
Saucony
Nike Revolution FlyEase
Under Armour Surge
ikiki

SHOES DESIGNED FOR ORTHOTICS
A few brands are specifically
designed with orthotics in mind:
• Hatchbacks
• Markell
• Surestep – New Styles Available

NEW
STYLES!

Now offering additional youth
sizing. Shoe sizes ranging
from 3T – 3Y.

Trying on Shoes
Instead of just forcing your child’s foot inside, try
rocking the heel back and forth as you push. This helps
slide the shoe on more easily. A shoehorn may also be
useful.
HOW TO GET THAT LITTLE BIT OF EXTRA SPACE
• Remove the insert at the bottom of the shoe
• Loosen the laces or Velcro
• Avoid shoes with uppers that are sewed or attached
to the base of the footplate
• Attach the Velcro strap under the tongue instead of
over it.
• Snip the few threads that are attached to the tongue
HOW MANY SHOE SIZES UP DO I NEED TO GO?
No matter which type of device your child wears, it’s
best to choose the smallest shoe size that fits. Shoes
that are too big can be a tripping hazard.
SMOs
For Surestep SMOs, you typically won’t up more than
half a shoe size. The unique, shorter footplates only add
width, not length to your child’s feet.
AFOs
AFOs, as well as SMOs with full footplates, add both
width and length. You’ll likely need to go up one or one
and a half shoe sizes to accommodate them.

Only One Brace?
If your child only wears one
brace, here are a few things
to keep in mind:
•

•

•

The brace will slightly
increase the height of the
leg it’s on. To maintain
even leg height, put a
molded insole into the
unbraced foot’s shoe.
For a bulkier brace, you
may need two different
size shoes.
To get more room,
consider altering the
braced foot’s toe box.

